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One chilly October night, when all of the children of Fruta 
were out trick or treating, a girl  named Maggie knocked on the 
door of an elderly woman's house. The lights flickered and then 
went out.After that, the frightened little girl went home in a 
rush.When she got home, she saw a an awfully green hedge that 
she didn't remember being there. 

 
The next night, Maggie's friends were having a birthday 

party for their youngest daughter and Maggie had been invited 
too. Maggie was very enthusiastic about the party up, but never 
showed up. Her friends knew something was wrong. When they 
went to her house, she was nowhere to be found. But what was to be 
found was a jelly cake that looked just like human brains.When 
their daughter touched  the cake, something jumped out from in the 
closet and bit all three of them. 
 
  The day before Halloween, the scientists of the national lab 
were trying to make a super serum that would make soldiers 
indestructible.When they tested it on a pig it went horribly wrong. 
It had turned into a zombie.When they shot it with a tranquilizer 
dart, all it was turn it into a shape shifting zombie.Then they lost 
control of it, and it went running out of the laboratory building.  
 



 

Back at Maggie’s house, the zombie gang was getting 
stronger from eating the jelly cake. But after a few hours, the cake 
was gone so they went to town to get real “cake”. They figured that 
the most heavily populated area would be the bank. 
 

When they got to the bank, they went after everyone in sight. 
They successfully got all but six: me, my brother, my dad, Elijah's 
mom and Elijah's dad and Elijah. The six split up into two teams 
and tried to warn their friends. But on the way to their friends’ 
houses, they got ambushed by zombies. 
 

The trip to my friend Kekoa’s house was not enjoyable. When 
we were a block from  the middle school, it happened! At least 30 
zombies jumped out from the house next to us. The most scary thing 
I have ever seen must have been there and then. The zombies had 
weapons ranging from swords to bazucas. They started running at 
us and I thought why am I here?. It seemed like 
the zombies with bazucas were in charge of the whole mob. 
 

We started running from the zombies,  but they had somehow 
gotten between us and the way out.  

So I did some quick thinking and hollered “reeeeeeeeeeeeeee!” 
  



 

The only reason I did this was it was how zombies 
communicated.  

Then I said, “Why do you want our brains? We have small 
brains. But, I know where you can get smarties, if you know what 
I’m saying?”  

Evidently, they could still understand me because they stopped 
with a stupified expression on their faces. I then gave them two 
minutes to answer. 
  Then the one in front asked, “Where more brains?”  

I answered, “At the schools. I will help you get them if you let 
us go.”  

Then the front zombie asked, “Why we let you go?”  
“Because if you do, then you will have many more brains, 

and if you don't...” I said. “I’ll  call your mommies.” 
“You can't,” said the zombie. “Me and my boys have shut 

down the power plant.” 
”What?!” I screamed. ”I will destroy you.” 
“You think you can defeat me, I’d like to see you try… pitiful 

human,” said the zombie. 
”Pitiful, that's just trash talk, you’re the pitiful one!” I replied 
“Ha, you hear this human, boys, he thinks he we’re pitiful,” 

the front zombie said. 
“Because you are, you idiots!” I screamed from the 

background. 



 

“He's the really pitiful one and we shall eat all of their 
brains!” yelled the front zombie as they closed in on my family.  

“Oh crap we're hopeless. They’re going to eat our brains and 
we’ll turn into them,” I said.  
  “Well then, I guess it was a good idea that Elijah’s dad is a 
sheriff and gave us these tranquilizer guns,” said my brother. 

Bang...bang...bang. The zombies he shot were now turning 
back into humans.  

“Three down, fourty to go. Oh yay, Matt!” I exclaimed.  
“I brought your tranquilizer too,” he said as he handed me 

my tranquilizer and we shot. 
As Jordan covered me, I gave my dad his tranquilizer. 

 
Meanwhile, Elijah's trip to his  friends house was not that fun. 

Right as his family reached the Jolly Smiles building, they got 
ambushed. There was a protective layer of zombies all around the 
neighborhood and more going in. luckily, the all the doors to 
Wesley's house were locked. That held off the zombies for some 
time, but they started to break though. He had to act quickly to 
save Wes.  

 Elijah asked, “Why are you there, when you can get more 
meat over here?” 

“What?! You called them over here you dumb dumb,” his 
mom said. 



 

  “Oh yay,” he said. “I hadn't really thought that one through 
all the way.” 

 As the family fled, Elijah accidentally tripped and got 
separated from his family. So the zombies took Elijah hostage and 
put him in a braces applying chair.  

The zombie in the other chair asked, “Which colors do you 
want? Can’t eat brains of someone if have bad teeth.” 

“I don't want any, you stupid zombie,” Elijah said. 
“Blue and green it is, by the way I can read your mind,” the 

zombie said. 
Elijah got his horrible new braces installed. The braces were 

horrible because the zombies had no power for lights and infrared 
light glue hardeners. Then, the zombie dentist got out a cordless 
saw and was going to cut open Elijah’s skull. Just then Elijah’s 
mom and dad burst into the room and shot the zombies with 
tranquilizers. 

“You’re still alive, amen!. It took us seemingly forever to get 
through the zombies outside. Hmmmmmmmm,” his mom said
“I think I brought your tranquilizer Elijah.” 

 “Give me it then,” he ordered through gritted teeth. 
So she gave him his tranquilizer and he shot five of the 

zombies, and they turned back into humans. 
”What the?! They turn into humans if you shoot them with 

tranquilizers?” exclaimed Elijah.   



 

A new set of zombies charged into the room. His mom and 
dad got their tranquilizers out and shot the rest of the zombies that 
were in the neighborhood.Then he went to Wesley’s and saved him. 

 
When the two families met up it again, was several days from 

when the bank incident happened.  The only way we found each 
other was by a yard sale sign that had been marked to say, ‘Elijah 
is at Pizza Hut’. I thought that it didn't look like his handwriting, 
but we went there any way. 

When we got to the Pizza Hut, we found Elijah and his 
family. 

 I said, “That was pathetic planning on all of our parts. I 
mean we had three adults with us and yet, none of us remembered 
to suggest a meeting place before we went to two places miles 
apart!” 

“Agreed,” said Elijah. “I think we all had forgotten that the 
cell phones were out and that we wouldn’t be able to call each other 
to tell where we were going to meet.” 

“Just in case, we should go to the lab to see if they know that 
tranquilizers stop the zombies,” I said. 

When the group that had survived the bank attack got to the 
lab that had created the first zombie, they were surprised to see the 
front doors guarded by the a cop.  

When we approached the cop, he said, “Give me your name 
and credentials.” 



 

Elijah's dad was still in his sheriff's clothes and said, “I am 
your superior officer and we come to speak with the scientists about 
the zombies and how to stop them.” 

“Right away sir,” said the cop standing at the door.”We have 
non-zombies wishing to speak with you Mr.Borg.” 

“Good,” said a voice from behind the door. “I have been 
waiting for you. Matthew and Elijah if you will step inside?” 

“I will,” I said. “But, can our families come in too?” 
“ Why sure,” said Mr.Borg. “I just wish to end this...fiasco.” 

  “Agreed, and the antidote is tranquilizer fluid,” I said. “I 
think we can get  a bunch of it to the top of the water tower and 
flood the town with it.But at least one of us will be bitten.” 

“Then we will sacrifice all of us but me, you and Eijah,” Mr. 
Borg said. 

“What?!” screamed all of the other family members. “We are 
are being sacrificed to the zombies?”  

“All for the diversion so me, Matthew and Elijah can get to the 
water tower without being bitten, for we need all of the tranquilizer 
fluid,” Mr. Borg said.  

Forty minutes later, we approached the mob of zombies at the 
base of the water tower.  

“For the freedom of my race and you stupid zombies,” yelled 
Jordan. “Come and get us.” 



 

The zombies obviously followed immediately because they 
were very very sensitive, of course I am not saying I feel bad for 
them. The zombies encircled the two families and bit them. 

 

 
 
In the meantime, me, Elijah and Mr.Borg went out three 

minutes later when the zombies were still after Jordan and the rest 
of the gang. When we got to the water tower, the only zombie that 
we had seen was at the general store looking for cow brains.  

“Wait,” I said “ How are we going to get up there?” 
“Why would you ask?” said Mr.Borg. “We’re going up the 

stairs.” 
By that time, the zombies had gotten their families and turned 

back to the tower. The stairs were actually a weak spot because the 
zombies could climb. After about two minutes on the stairs, 
Mr.Borg got bitten bit zombie Jordan. 
  The scientist uttered his last human words, “Here take my 
fluid.”   

So I took his tranquilizer fluid. and we set of for the top of the 
tower. When we reached the top, we dumped the tranquilizer fluid 
in the water. Just as we finished pouring the last of it in, my 
brother zombie Jordan bit me.  

The next thing I knew I was laying on the ground in six 
inches of water with the mass of the water tower scattered around 
me. Evidently, it had collapsed from overweight of too many 



 

zombies trying to climb it. The water from the tower washed over 
all the zombies and were slowly returning them back to humans. A 
S.W.A.T team heavily armed with tranquilizers took out all the 
zombies that the water missed and the world was safe again. 


